INTRODUCTION
Point-of-care medical diagnostic assays (1) are ideally low cost, portable, simple, rapid, and capable of quantitative nucleic acid detection (2) . Commercially available lateral flow test strips have many of these traits, but most current assays are qualitative, providing only positive/negative readouts (3), or require additional separate steps for DNA detection (4) . Alternatively, real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), the current standard for highly sensitive quantitative molecular testing, is not well suited for low-cost field operation. It generally involves laboratory equipment (for example, thermal cyclers and centrifuges) that require external power sources, several hours of assay time, multiple manual sample preparation steps, or trained technicians (5) . A device that is considerably simpler will allow a transition of centralized laboratory testing to ubiquitous nucleic acid testing at small clinics, field, or home settings.
One option to simplify the system design is to prepattern the reagents so that biochemical reactions can run directly on-chip. Techniques such as inkjet printing (6) or robotic contact pin printers (7) are widely used for patterning, but they may create varying footprint sizes due to contact angle. In addition, it is difficult to increase concentration while keeping small footprints because multiple print runs are necessary. Other printing methods, such as capillary printing (8) , microfluidic networks (9), evaporation (10) , and degas-based printing (11) , usually create continuous line-shaped patterns rather than dotshaped patterns. There is a need for a method that can concentrate the reagents into highly defined dot-shaped footprints that fit in the microwells so that multiplexed reactions can commence directly in the microwells without cross-contamination.
A second option to simplify the system design is to lower the required machinery complexity. Automation has been done using robotic commercial real-time PCR machines [for example, GeneXpert, Cepheid (12) ]; however, these machines are very costly. We used new nucleic acid amplification technologies, such as isothermal amplification (2) and digital PCR (13, 14) , to lower device complexity. Isothermal amplification is performed at constant temperature, so thermal cycling equipment is not required. Digital amplification is a method of quantifying nucleic acid concentrations; only end-point readout is necessary, so imaging shuttles in conventional PCR machines are not required. Digital amplification is also more robust than real-time PCR against variations in temperature, kinetics, time, and imaging (15) . Previously, digital amplification has been conducted via droplet microfluidics (16, 17) or microfluidic wells (18) (19) (20) (21) ; however, these techniques do not integrate on-chip sample preparation.
A third option to simplify the system design is by automating sample preparation. New polymerases can amplify directly in complex solutions, such as blood plasma (22) , bypassing traditional phase separation or spin column purification; however, hemoglobin can still inhibit polymerase activity (23) , necessitating the need to remove blood cells from blood plasma. The opaqueness of blood cells also interferes with optical readout. However, blood cell removal techniques, such as centrifugation, are difficult to miniaturize. Membrane or mechanical filter (24) methods can clog or cause hemolysis. Other microfluidic blood cell removal methods (25) that use the Zweifach-Fung effect (26, 27) , acoustics (28) , or inertia forces (29) require external equipment. Sedimentation methods (30) (31) (32) (33) ) have yet to demonstrate on-chip nucleic acid detection. To address these issues, we developed digital plasma separation technology, which can automatically separate plasma into hundreds of microwells for digital amplification in one step.
A fourth option to further simplify the system design is to remove the necessity of peripheral pumps, power sources, connectors, and control equipment. Automated assays (34, 35) require fluid actuation equipment, increasing cost. Alternatively, capillary pumping in lateral flow assays (for example, pregnancy tests) (3, 36) is low cost, but the opaque wicking fibers render sensitive and quantitative optical detection difficult. Degas pumping (19, 20, 33, (37) (38) (39) is also equipment-free, but it provides insufficient flow control, speed, and robustness. Finger pumps, such as microfluidic solution isolated pumping (40) , increase construction complexity by extra valves and layers. We addressed these issues by the vacuum battery system, which enables robust microfluidic pumping without any external equipment, using only a very simple construction.
Here, we present the self-powered integrated microfluidic point-ofcare low-cost enabling (SIMPLE) chip (Fig. 1) , which is designed to simplify the entire procedure from sample input to quantitative nucleic acid output. We integrated three technologies into one chip: reagent microfluidic patterning, digital plasma separation for digital nucleic acid amplification, and an integrated vacuum battery on the chip. With minimal manual operation, the portable chip performs digital quantitative nucleic acid detection directly from human whole blood samples in~30 min via isothermal recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) (41) . These contributions address several bottlenecks of current methods (qualitative lateral flow tests and benchtop PCR machines) while retaining the advantages of simplicity, cost, portability, and quantitative molecular readout. This makes it one step closer to the realization of ubiquitous availability of decentralized molecular tests, which can ultimately aid rapid medical decisions. Figure 1 (A and B) and movie S1 show the straightforward user protocol. The chip has a simple construction with two layers of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) ( fig. S1 and movie S2). The device has a small footprint similar to glass slides (25 mm × 75 mm × 6 mm), making it possible to be stored indefinitely and transported easily in airtight aluminum vacuum-sealed pouches ( fig. S2 ).
RESULTS

Prepatterning of the amplification initiator
We prepatterned the RPA amplification initiator [magnesium acetate (MgOAc)] on the chip so that the RPA reaction only starts when the rest of the reaction mix (primer/probe/enzymes/blood sample) enters the well. If the reagents were not in the well, undesired amplification would occur in the channels and create false-positive signal for digital amplification. Figure 2 shows the four main steps for digital microfluidic patterning. Figure S3 shows a detailed cross-sectional process flow. In the first step (digitization), the patterning stencil automatically separates the reagents into discrete islands (2 nl) via degas pumping. Excess MgOAc can be pipetted away from the two bottom holes. Because pipetting the liquid in the stencil causes unwanted air gaps at the petal tips, we used degas loading to remove any trapped bubbles. We The simple operation protocol requires minimal handling and no external pumps or power sources. Users may simply drop blood/amplification reagent mix into the inlet and then the chip performs automatic sample preparation. (B) The chip is then incubated on a reusable heat pack, and end-point isothermal digital amplification of nucleic acid is done (RPA). Scale bar, 2 mm. (C) Dye-loaded chip for visualization of microchannels. Red shows fluidic channels. Blue shows the main vacuum battery system. Green shows the auxiliary vacuum battery system. (D) Digital microfluidic patterning enables reagent patterning with common laboratory equipment. Left: After chip bonding. Right: Amplification initiator concentrated asymmetrically using a microapex stencil (see fig. S3 for details). Scale bars, 100 mm (black) and 1 mm (yellow). (E) Side view of the digital plasma separation design, which removes blood cells via sedimentation and skims plasma into dead-end wells for digital amplification. (F) The vacuum battery system frees the chip from external pumps or power sources for pumping. Vacuum is prestored in the large "battery" voids. Fluid is pumped by slowly releasing the prestored vacuum potential via air diffusion through lung-like structures.
thermally aged the blank surface to prevent rapid hydrophobic surface contact angle recovery, then treated the blank surface with oxygen plasma making the surface hydrophilic (42) . We then immediately assembled the blank surface and stencil, applied vacuum treatment, and loaded reagents into the assembly by degas pumping. Because the surface of the prepatterning stencil (PDMS) is inherently hydrophobic, the amplification initiator (MgOAc) adheres to the hydrophilic blank surface. The stencil is then washed and reused. In the second step (drying), the reagents concentrate asymmetrically toward the apex structure because of capillary tension while air-drying, which creates isolated dot arrays of thin film reagent patterns. Otherwise, continuous lines of thin film reagents can cause an interference of bioassay and bonding problems when integrating microfluidic layers. The petal-shaped geometry was chosen because it yielded the most consistent patterning. The narrower base allows for clean compartmentalization; the sharp tip directs fluid drying toward the tips. The dried patterns have a footprint of less than 200 mm in length. We added fluorescein only to aid visualization, but it was not present in RPA reactions. After peeling off the patterning stencil layer, which is the third step, we observed a uniform pattern with minimal residue (average area, 2.3 × 10 4 mm 2 ; SD, 10 3 mm 2 ). The final step involved assembling the patterned MgOAc blank layer and the microfluidic layer by ultraviolet ozone (UVO) bonding and manual alignment. The separated and reduced footprint of the MgOAc prevents the patterns from overlapping with the bonding areas, thus avoiding leaks. It also helps reduce cross-contamination risks. After bonding, we tested the reconstituted uniformity by loading water into the patterned microwells. The reconstituted fluorescence distribution was slightly spread out, most likely due to photobleaching of fluorescein. We did not observe decreased activity of subsequent RPA reactions due to MgOAc degradation.
Digital plasma separation
The digital plasma separation design (Fig. 3A) prepares the sample for digital amplification by simultaneously enabling (i) autonomous plasma separation and (ii) autonomous sample compartmentalization. A microcliff structure (Fig. 3B ) with a vertical sidewall and abrupt reduction in channel height facilitates plasma separation into the microwells. The microcliff skims the plasma near the top of the microchannel into wells, whereas blood cells sediment in the main channel. Plasma is drawn into the microwells when the remaining air diffuses across the air-permeable PDMS wall into the auxiliary battery. Note S1 explains the governing equations. The Navier-Stokes equation (43) describes the flow field; the blood cells experience gravity force and Stokes drag (44) . By separating the blood cells, we ensure that there is minimal optical obstruction of the fluorescence signal and minimal polymerase inhibition from hemoglobin in red blood cells. (1) Reagents can be digitized into discrete samples by degas pumping using a patterning stencil. Food dye was used for visualization. Degas pumping works by slowly sucking the liquid when trapped air diffuses into prevacuumed airpermeable silicone (PDMS) material. A trailing air-gap digitizes the reagents into discrete patterns. (2) Asymmetric apex concentration (mean ± SD, n = 16). A.U., arbitrary units. (3) MgOAc adhered to the blank PDMS after top-patterning stencil is peeled off. Scale bar, 100 mm (black). (4) The patterned PDMS is flipped, aligned, and bonded on top of the layer containing microfluidic patterns for the SIMPLE chip. The microwells were reconstituted with water to verify uniformity. Scale bars, 250 mm (black) and 1 mm (yellow). Figure 3C shows simultaneous plasma separation and sample compartmentalization (224 microwells; 100 nl per well) for digital amplification. Varying the amount of liquid sample loaded can control the entrance time of the trailing air gap. We tuned the sample volume (100 ml) so that compartmentalization commences immediately when the microwell is filled. No clogging is observed. Figure S4 shows a detailed mechanism overview.
Efficient hemolysis-free blood cell removal
The microcliff design significantly reduces blood cell entry into the microwells ( Fig. 3D and movie S3 ). The clear contrast of green-stained DNA inside the wells compared to the relatively colorless main channels shows that blood cells significantly obstruct fluorescence signal. Blood separation fails if there is no microcliff structure ( fig. S5 ). When blood cells enter the wells, substantial obstruction of fluorescence signal from dyed DNA can occur (figs. S5 and S6). Separation efficiency (defined in Materials and Methods) surpasses 95% when the microcliff gap (h 1 ) or flow rate across cliff is reduced (Fig. 3E ). In the withoutcliff negative control, the concentration of blood cells in the microwells was slightly higher than the original sample, contributing to a negative efficiency. This is likely due to inertial effects. In contrast, the microcliff gaps with h 1 = 40 mm had the best and spatially consistent separation efficiency across the chip ( fig. S7 ) and allowed 100% compartmentalization success ( fig. S8 and movie S4) . We observed no hemolysis (Fig. 3F) . We compared chips loaded with blood, ultrasound lysed blood, and centrifuged plasma; on-chip separated plasma showed indistinguishable quality from centrifuged plasma when absorbance was measured in the microwells. Selective particle separation is possible according to diameter (fig. S9 ). Particles larger than 1 mm were separated, whereas particles less than 100 nm were retained in the wells. Plasma separation was achieved within 12 min, with a total volume of~22 ml of plasma ( fig. S10 ).
Vacuum battery on the chip
The system includes a vacuum battery and lung-like vacuum component with an optional waste reservoir (Fig. 4A) . The battery is simply a punched void that stores vacuum. The vacuum lungs mimic lung alveoli gas exchange by allowing air to diffuse through thin, gas-permeable silicone (PDMS) walls into the vacuum battery (Fig.  4B) . The vacuum battery system is not physically connected to the fluid lines; only air diffuses across the PDMS. There are two vacuum batteries on the chip. The main battery assists with pumping the main fluid that flows from the inlet to the waste reservoir. The auxiliary well loading vacuum battery system assists microwell loading. The waste reservoir retains the excess pumped liquid and prevents the liquid from immediately flowing to the vacuum lung area, which would prematurely stop air diffusion. It was possible to load and compartmentalize 224 dead-end microwells ( Fig. 4C and movie S4 ). Dead-end loading is useful because it removes excess bubbles, which can cause clogging or catastrophic ejection of liquid when heated. Figure S11 shows a calibration of well loading speed versus applied negative pressure in the auxiliary battery. Figure S12 shows a comparison of mechanisms with conventional degas pumping. Conventional degas pumping lacks the additional battery voids and lung exchange structures and only uses bulk, vacuumed PDMS to absorb air. The vacuum battery system provides more robust and controlled flow because (i) more vacuum storage is possible with the battery void and (ii) air only needs to diffuse through thin PDMS walls in the vacuum lungs, resulting in more consistent pressure gradients than in conventional degas pumping, where air has to diffuse across large distances in the bulk PDMS.
Autonomous pumping without external equipment It was possible to pump fluid without using any external equipment ( Fig. 4C and movie S4 ). Flow rate can be easily tuned by changing the battery size (Fig. 4D) . We used the convection-diffusion equation to build a simplified diffusion model (note S2). We could also increase flow rates more markedly by adding additional "lung pairs" (fig. S13) because of increased gas exchange surface area. The batteries and lungs both contributed to increased linear flow rates (Fig. 4D and  fig. S13B ). The flow rate decay was much slower compared with conventional degassing; it was possible to increase the exponential decay time constant by a factor of~5 ( fig. S13D ).
Robust flow and long operation window
The vacuum battery system gives plenty of user operation window time because it can pump reliably for approximately 2.5 hours in total (40-min idle time gap outside of vacuum + 110-min operation; Fig.  4F ). The RPA incubation can be initiated as soon as all the microwells are completely compartmentalized, which can take less than~15 min ( fig. S14 ). The SD of the end loading time of the vacuum battery system was approximately eight times less than that of the conventional degassing ( fig. S15 ).
One-step nucleic acid detection on the chip
We demonstrated quantitative digital nucleic acid detection directly from human blood. Figure 5A shows the concept of digital amplification (13) . We chose RPA because it is much more robust in plasma samples than PCR or loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) (fig. S16) . RPA is also a fast amplification method and operates at a wide range of temperatures (25°to 42°C). We used a fluorophorequencher molecular probe (TwistAmp exo Probe) that only fluoresces when amplicons that match the sequence of interest are present; therefore, this method minimizes the possibility of false-positive signals. More detailed studies on the selectivity of RPA can be found in previous studies (45, 46) . A reusable commercial sodium acetate instant heat pack can provide~40°C heating for up to an hour for isothermal amplification ( fig. S17) . Unlike common problems that are often experienced when running PCR in microfluidic chips, evaporation was not an issue because of the lower temperature and shorter time frame. On the basis of previous theoretical analysis on digital PCR (47), we designed the chip with a smaller number of microwells (224 wells; 100 nl per well) that enable digital amplification. It is possible to further tune the dynamic range by several orders of magnitude for each specific desired application by designing a multivolume array of microwells. Limiting dilution can be avoided if each chip was designed with a dynamic range that tailors to each specific disease. It was possible to rapidly detect signals of HIV-1 RNA spiked in human blood (2 × 10 5 copies ml
) within 18 min (Fig. 5B) . Quantitative detection of MRSA DNA from 10 to 10 5 copies ml −1 was possible in water ( fig. S18 ) and also directly from spiked human whole blood (Fig. 5C ).
DISCUSSION
We set out to design a microfluidic chip that functions in low-resource settings, such as rural villages in third world countries, where there may be a lack of infrastructure, centralized laboratories, electricity, medical personnel, and funds for costly equipment. We designed a chip that provides an alternative to real-time PCR for on-site rapid quantitative nucleic acid testing while maintaining the advantages of lateral flow assays in terms of affordability, simplicity, and portability.
Our solution is the SIMPLE chip, where three technical obstacles were solved in one integrated design: (i) reagent microfluidic patterning, (ii) on-chip sample preparation, and (iii) equipment-free microfluidic pumping. This resulted in the following merits: simplicity, affordability, integrated sample preparation, portability, and fast quantitative nucleic acid readout. For simplicity and affordability, the SIMPLE chip is designed for minimal manual operation. The disposable chip has a simple two-layer construction; materials and reagents cost is less than $10 and can be further reduced when mass-produced. The chip is ideal for optical quantification, because it is made with highly transparent material (silicone) and there is no fibrous material interfering with optical readout in contrast to lateral flow assays. Equipment cost is significantly reduced because reusable heat packs or simple ovens can be used to run isothermal reactions, instead of using costly thermal cyclers. Robustness is inherent with a digital amplification system because end-point quantification can still be performed with slight temperature or incubation time variations, as long as a positive population of microwells can be distinguished from the negative microwells (15) . Micropatterning of the amplification initiator allows for independent amplification directly in the microwells. This method is an alternative simple patterning method and is unique in its ability to concentrate the reagents into small footprints. For integrated sample preparation, using digital plasma separation, we have shown for the first time that it is possible to simultaneously perform automatic plasma separation (>95% blood cell removal, without hemolysis or clogging) and dead-end microwell compartmentalization to enable one-step digital amplification. For portability, the vacuum battery system enables portable, robust, and tunable pumping for up to 2.5 hours. Pumping is fully integrated into the small chip (6 mm × 25 mm × 75 mm), and the chip can be stored in vacuum seals, making the chip easily transportable. We foresee the rise of new chips using this pumping technology. For fast quantitative nucleic acid readout, the chip is able to quantitatively detect nucleic acids (10 to 10 5 copies ml
−1
). This is the most critical range in determining antibiotic treatment effectiveness and in predicting an MRSA patient's mortality rate during acute infection, where pathogen concentration can spike by several orders of magnitude (48) . For different pathogens, detection range can be further tuned by designing different microwell sizes. Total assay time can be as short as~30 min (10-min plasma separation + 20-min isothermal incubation), and direct amplification from human blood samples is possible. This is significantly lower cost and faster readout than conventional benchtop PCR machines.
For the next step, our goal is to conduct field trials with larger clinical sizes. Although we already showed three new technologies working in concert, because of the scope of this paper, we have not yet incorporated all desired technologies within the same prototype. We plan to store premixed lyophilized reagents on the chip so that manual pipetting can be avoided. We aim to integrate microfluidic sample concentration (49) and lysing technologies (50) , which are previously developed in our laboratory, into the SIMPLE chip to further increase the assay sensitivity. Our on-chip cell lysis is based on local hydroxide generation by integrated electrodes, which can dissociate water molecules and create hydroxide ions in microfluidic devices. Without using external chemical/surfactants/enzymes, the locally generated hydroxide ions can lyse the cell membrane. Alternatively, other lysing methods, such as ultrasound or heating, may be feasible to lyse cells, bacteria, and viruses. Before full integration with these components, the SIMPLE chip can be used as a downstream quantification assay in conjunction with current commercially available extraction kits. Currently, we are using a benchtop stereoscope for imaging; we aim to integrate a simple, low-cost, handheld imaging system developed in our laboratory (51) , which can be used for telemedicine applications. Furthermore, we aim to adopt scalable manufacturing methods for this chip.
Potential applications of this chip include monitoring HIV viral load and rapid detection of MRSA infection. Furthermore, it is possible to pattern different primers into the wells and to perform multiplexed detection for pathogens, such as Ebola, dengue, and malaria, on the same chip. Alternatively, this device can be adopted in hospital intensive care units for rapid multiplexed nucleic acid screening.
In summary, the SIMPLE chip provides a rapid and low-cost solution for on-site quantitative nucleic acid detection in a portable format. Three technologies are integrated into one fully portable design, namely, (i) microfluidic patterning of reagents, (ii) digital plasma separation for one-step sample preparation, and (iii) portable pumping by the vacuum battery system. We demonstrated quantitative detection of spiked nucleic acid targets directly from blood samples in 30 min. These technologies will pave the way for a new genre of testing that has the simplicity and portability of dipstick style tests (for example, pregnancy) while providing on-site quantitative (or multiplexed) nucleic acid detection at orders of magnitude lower cost than conventional real-time PCR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fabrication of microfluidic chips
A cross section of the bilayer chip construction is shown in fig. S1 . We fabricated the chips using the standard soft lithography process (52) . Briefly, we made the bottom 3-mm PDMS fluidic layer by casting PDMS on a silicon wafer that had protruding microfluidic channels created from photopatterned (OAI Series 200 Mask Aligner) SU-8 photoresist (MicroChem). The main fluid and vacuum channels were 300 mm in height. For the microcliff gap, we made heights of 40, 120, 170, 240, and 300 mm. We created the waste reservoir using a 5-mm puncher (Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella). We fabricated the vacuum battery void by simply punching the bottom 3-mm PDMS fluidic layer with through holes. Different diameters of punchers (Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella) were used to fabricate the desired vacuum battery volumes. A separate top blank piece of 3-mm PDMS was bonded on the top side to seal the fluidic layer by oxygen plasma bonding using a reactive ion etching machine (PETS Reactive Ion Etching System, at 100 W, 120 mtorr O 2 , and 15 s). All chips were made the same size (25 mm × 75 mm), which is the same footprint as a standard microscope glass slide. For the RPA experiments, we patterned the blank PDMS layer with MgOAc ( fig. S3 ) and passivated the microfluidic surfaces with an anti-biofouling surface treatment so that nonspecific adsorption of protein/DNA would be minimized. Finally, a transparent PCR tape (optical sealing tape, Bio-Rad) was taped on both the bottom and top surfaces of the chip to prevent excess gas diffusion and to seal off the vacuum battery voids. New chips were used for each experiment.
Master mold replication
To increase the device assembly throughput, we replicated the master silicon mold by casting a urethane plastic (Smooth-Cast 327, Smoothon Inc.) over the molded PDMS devices placed in square petri dishes. A thin layer of release agent (Ease Release, Smooth-on Inc.) was applied to the surface of the petri dishes to prevent urethane from sticking. The PDMS devices and urethane resin were degassed before casting so that no air bubbles would be trapped. The first hour of curing was done at 4°C to lower viscosity and slow curing of the urethane resin, thus avoiding air bubbles. Afterward, the resin was left to cure at room temperature overnight and removed from the petri dishes. PDMS was poured into the hardened urethane molds to make devices.
Reagent microfluidic patterning
We thermally aged the blank PDMS layer (MgOAc adhering) at 100°C for at least 3 days. The heat treatment prevents hydrophobic recovery of the plasma-treated PDMS surface. We sealed the outlets on the patterning stencil with scotch tape and then incubated both the blank and stencil layer in vacuum (−90 kPa) for at least 10 min. We then exposed the blank layer surface with oxygen plasma (PETS Reactive Ion Etching System, at 100 W, 120 mtorr O 2 , and 50 s) to make the surface hydrophilic. After plasma treatment, the blank was immediately assembled with the patterning stencil (also made by soft lithography, with 30-mm-thick microfluidic features) and vacuumed (−90 kPa) for 10 min. Then, we immediately pipetted 2 ml of 1 M MgOAc solution (63052, Sigma-Aldrich) to each of the inlets (for the fluorescence pictures, fluorescein dye was added). After finishing autonomous loading by degas pumping (~10 min), we removed the tape at the outlet and aspirated excess MgOAc. The chip was left to air-dry in atmosphere for 1 day before peeling (heating to 60°C increases drying speed). After drying, we peeled off the patterning layer in the direction from the base to the tips of the leaf patterns. The patterned MgOAc remained on the blank chip because it was less hydrophobic than the patterning stencil PDMS. We preserved the patterned MgOAc blank chip in vacuum (−70 kPa).
After the blank PDMS layer was patterned with MgOAc, it was bonded to the chips that contained the microfluidic wells and channels for the digital plasma separation design using UV (UVO-Cleaner, model 42, Jelight) for 3 min. The chips were aligned manually under a stereoscope. We incubated the chips immediately at 60°C for at least 20 min after UV bonding. A weight of~0.5 kg was placed on the chips to increase bonding strength. For the reconstitution test, the final assembled chips were incubated at −95 kPa overnight, and water was loaded into the chip to dissolve the MgOAc. We took images as soon as the microwells were filled with water.
Vacuum charging and storage
We incubated the devices at −95 kPa for 24 hours in a vacuum chamber before liquid loading experiments. The devices could be sealed in aluminum vacuum packs with a vacuum sealer (V-402, Van der Stähl Scientific) if long-term storage or transportation was necessary ( fig. S2 and movie S2). We chose aluminum-based packaging because it has the highest barrier characteristics against gas and water vapor. Above 20 mm in thickness, aluminum is essentially impermeable to gas and water vapor, so vacuum storage should be viable for many years. In our laboratory, we have had chips packed in vacuum seals for at least 3 years and pumped liquid normally. The actual limiting factor for shelf life is the enzymes. We used commercially available kits that have expiration dates of 1 year.
Quantification
We took all fluorescence and bright-field images of zoomed-in regions with a stereoscope (Axio Zoom EMS 3/SYCOP 3, AxioCam MR3 camera, Zeiss) at a 720× zoom (PlanNeoFluar Z 1.0× objective, Zeiss). We used the 38 HE green fluorescence filters and 63 HE red fluorescence filters (Zeiss) to visualize fluorescein, fluorescein amidite (FAM), TOTO-1, and CellMask Orange dyes. The bit depth was 12 bits, and images were 692 × 520 pixels (2 × 2 binning mode). The raw images were in gray scale, and green or red pseudocoloring was applied to the fluorescence images. Acquisition of images and zoomed videos was done with Zen (version 2012, Zeiss) software. For visualization aid, contrast and brightness of images were adjusted and applied equally to controls and across the entire image for the same experimental set. Imaging was done at room temperature. We used the National Institutes of Health's ImageJ and Zen software to quantify the fluorescence intensities, normalize contrast and brightness, crop images, and merge channels. We acquired time-lapse videos of the entire chip loading using the TimeLapse application (xyster.net LLC) using iPhone 5 (Apple).
Digital plasma separation
For the experiments in Fig. 3 , we kept the main channel flow rate at 5 ml min −1 using a syringe pump (NE-1600, New Era Pump Systems Inc.). We controlled the flow rate into the wells by tuning the vacuum strength to the auxiliary battery. Figure S11 shows a schematic of the setup and correlation of flow rate versus auxiliary battery pressure. We dyed the DNA with green fluorescence (TOTO-1 iodide, Invitrogen) by mixing MRSA DNA (10 13 copies ml
) with 400× TOTO-1 [diluted in 3.5× tris-borate EDTA (TBE)] at a ratio of 1:50 and then incubating for 1 hour at 55°C. We dyed human whole blood [Normal Human Whole Blood-Acid Citrate Dextrose (HMWBACD), BioreclamationIVT]. All samples were collected from consented donors under International Review Board-approved protocols (at BioreclamationIVT's U.S. Food and Drug Administration-licensed donor center) with fluorescence (CellMask Orange C10045, Invitrogen) by mixing 2× CellMask dye (diluted in 3.5× TBE) into human whole blood (4:9 ratio) and incubated at 37°C for 20 min. The dyed blood was centrifuged five times [1300 relative centrifugal force (rcf), 5 min]; the supernatant was removed each time and replaced with fresh 3.5× TBE buffer. Finally, the stained DNA was added to the stained blood to make a final mixture that had 20% (v/v) blood. This mixture was loaded into the SIMPLE chip, and the separation efficiency was quantified. Separation efficiency was calculated as follows: 1 − (blood intensity in well-background intensity)/ (blood intensity in main channel-background intensity). For the data in Fig. 3E , we used chips that had different microcliff gaps (40, 120, 170, 240 , and 300 mm).
Hemolysis test
For the ultrasound-treated control, we lysed blood [20% (v/v) human whole blood in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)] with 40-Hz ultrasound (120 W) (GB-2500B, Green Ultrasonic) for 90 min. This was then loaded into the SIMPLE chip. For the centrifuge control, we took the same blood sample and centrifuged it for 10 min at 1300 rcf, extracted the plasma supernatant, and then loaded the supernatant plasma into another SIMPLE chip. For the digital plasma separation control, we dropped the same blood sample directly into the SIMPLE chip. All chips were of the 40-mm microcliff gap, 16-lung pair, and 100-ml vacuum battery design and incubated in vacuum (−95 kPa) for 24 hours before testing. We measured the absorbance inside the microwells with a spectrometer (USB2000, Ocean Optics) mounted to a microscope (BX51, Olympus) at a 50× zoom. We normalized the background to a chip loaded with PBS only.
Vacuum battery and lung surface area experiments
We preloaded 200 ml of diluted blue food dye into polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) tubes (Microbore PTFE Tubing, 0.03″ ID, Cole-Parmer) that had a steel tubing connector (SC20/15, Instech Laboratories) that connects to the chip. The tubing was connected to the inlet of the devices after taking the devices out of the vacuum. The conventional degas (no-battery) devices had PDMS cured into all the vacuum lines to fill the vacuum battery structure. The conventional degas and withbattery devices had exactly identical fluidic channels, except that the conventional degas device had all of the vacuum lines and battery voids filled with cured PDMS (via degas pumping). We monitored the volume of food dye pumped by taking a time-lapse video and then by quantifying using ImageJ. Triplicates were performed for each data point. We changed the battery volume by punching holes that had different diameters. We modified the vacuum lung surface area by creating new molds with different numbers of lung pairs.
Time gap out of vacuum experiments
We took the devices out of the vacuum chamber and left it idle in atmospheric pressure for a defined amount of time (time gap). One hundred microliters of diluted blue food dye (Assorted Food Coloring, Safeway; 1:25 dilution in water) was pipetted into the inlet at different time gap intervals. A time-lapse video was taken, and the flow rate was analyzed with ImageJ and Aegisub software. Compartmentalization completion is defined as when the air gap separates all of the 224 microwells. End loading is defined as when the dye reaches the end of the vacuum lung structures.
Isothermal digital amplification
We performed all DNA (MRSA) detection experiments with the RPA exo kit (TwistDx). RNA (HIV-1) experiments were done with the RPA exo RT kit. Sequences for primers, FAM probes, and the template can be found in table S1. These sequences were designed, according to the original RPA publication (41) , and ordered through Biosearch Technologies and Integrated DNA Technologies. We prepatterned MgOAc into the wells and treated the fluidic surface with an anti-biofouling treatment.
For the reaction time experiment (Fig. 5B) with HIV-RNA, we mixed 10 ml of human whole blood (HMWBACD, BioreclamationIVT) with an RPA mix [two RPA exo RT enzyme pellets, 40 ml of primer/probe mix at 6 mM, 59 ml of rehydration buffer, 2 ml of 10% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA), 8 ml of RNasin, and 2 ml of spiked HIV-1 RNA at 2 × 10 5 copies ml
]. One hundred microliters of blood/RPA mix was added into each chip and incubated at 40°C, and fluorescence time-lapse images were taken with a stereoscope (Axio Zoom, Zeiss; n = 5).
For the DNA quantification experiments (Fig. 5C ), 2.5 ml of human whole blood was mixed with an RPA mix [two RPA exo enzyme pellets, 1.6 ml of primer/probe mix (primer/probe, 0.875) at 100 mM, 59 ml of rehydration buffer, 2 ml of 10% (w/v) BSA, 35 ml of water, and 2.5 ml of spiked MRSA DNA at a desired concentration]. One hundred microliters of blood/RPA mix was added into each chip and incubated at 40°C on instant heat packs (HotSnapZ) for 1 hour, and then endpoint fluorescence images were taken with a stereoscope. All concentrations of target DNA/RNA in the RPA experiments denote the original concentration from the spiked sample, not the concentration in the final reaction setup. This is done to make the correlation with applications such as viral load counting more straightforward. Contrast of images was enhanced using the auto-contrast algorithm in the Zeiss Zen software, and wells that had fluorescence above the baseline threshold were counted.
Statistical analysis
We noted the sample sizes in the corresponding figure legends. All experimental data are shown as means (except for scatterplots), and error bars denote ±1 SD. Replicates represent technical replicates. Experiments were replicated at least three times in our laboratory. The sample size was chosen to achieve power > 0.8 and a = 0.05. All data points were included except for devices that were defective (that is, bonding leaks). Devices to be tested were not labeled and randomly drawn out of a box. Further experimental blinding was not performed. We used the Shapiro-Wilk test and verified that the data were normally distributed. For Fig. 2 , a Gaussian distribution fits the histogram. For Fig. 3E , the dashed line is from the simulation results (Pearson correlation = 0.99; P < 0.01, two-tailed test; n = 6). For Fig. 4D (inset) , we fitted the data with the inverse function y = a + b × (x + c) −1 (adjusted R 2 = 0.99; P < 0.01, ANOVA). For Fig. 4F , we fitted the data with the linear function y = ax + b. Pearson's R was 0.60 and 0.95 for the black and red lines, respectively. For Fig. 5B , power = 0.999, P < 0.05 (twotailed t test). We used OriginPro (version 9.0, OriginLab) for statistical analysis. For Fig. 5C , the solid line is fitted with the exponential function A (1 − e −Bx ) (adjusted R 2 = 0.99, n = 3). The supplementary figure legends describe the statistical analysis methods and sample sizes used in each corresponding figure.
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